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Abstract—It is a challenging task to find important users
from social media. In this paper, we propose an approach to
identify prophetic bloggers by estimating bloggers’ prediction
ability on buzzwords and categories. We conduct a time-series
analysis on large-scale blog data, which includes categoriz-
ing a blogger into knowledgeable categories, identifying past
buzzwords, analyzing a buzzword’s peak time content and
growth period, and estimating a blogger’s prediction ability
on a buzzword and on a category. Bloggers’ prediction ability
on a buzzword is evaluated considering three factors: post
earliness, content similarity and entry frequency. Bloggers’
prediction ability on a category is evaluated considering the
buzzword coverage in that category. For calculating bloggers’
prediction ability on a category, we propose multiple formulas
and compare the accuracy through experiments. Experimental
results show that the proposed approach can find prophetic
bloggers on real-world blog data.

Index Terms—social media, time-series analysis, buzzword
detection, expert finding, prophetic blogger.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is a challenging task to find important users from social
media. There are two main directions in past research: finding
knowledgeable users by measuring their expertise levels or
finding influential users by estimating their influence degrees.
The former is usually based on textual content analysis while
the latter also makes use of link structure in social networks.
We focus on users’ prediction ability on future popularity,
which has not been investigated in previous works.

The blogosphere is a conductive platform for bloggers
to issue posts, share ideas and exchange opinions. The
data in the blogosphere is dynamic reflecting information
change over time. Potential knowledgeable bloggers with
prior awareness of future popular trends may exist in the
blogosphere. Identifying these bloggers can bring great val-
ues. For example, analysis on their blog entries may help
find future trends or communication with them may even
help foresee things that will become popular.

We propose an approach to identify important bloggers
based on their prediction ability on buzzwords and categories.
Buzzwords are the terms or phrases describing topics or
events that have become well-known to general population.
We call the bloggers who are knowledgeable and have high
prediction ability “prophetic bloggers”. Bloggers’ prediction
ability on a buzzword is evaluated considering three factors:
post earliness, content similarity and entry frequency. The
general idea is based on: (a) The earlier a blogger posted blog
entries containing a buzzword, the better prediction ability
on the buzzword he may have. (b) The more similar the
contents of their past entries to the peak time content of
a buzzword at its popularity peak, the more accurate their
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prediction ability on the buzzword. (c) The larger the quantity
of early and similar blog entries containing the buzzword
are, the better prophetic blogger he may be. In our previous
work [1], bloggers’ prediction ability on a category was not
fully discussed. In this paper, bloggers’ prediction ability on
a category is evaluated making use of prediction scores on
buzzwords in that category and considering the buzzword
coverage. The general idea is that the more buzzwords
relative to a category he can well predict, the better prophetic
blogger on the category he may be.

For identifying prophetic bloggers, we conduct a time-
series analysis on real-world blog data consisting of 150
million entries from 11 million bloggers. Our contributions
are summarized as follows:

• We introduce a method for categorizing a blogger into
his appropriate potential communities called knowl-
edgeable categories (Section II).

• We develop a method for automatically identifying past
buzzwords from historical blog data based on their
persistence (Section III).

• We analyze a buzzword’s properties by identifying its
peak time content and calculating its growth period
(Section IV).

• We integrate the necessary factors for evaluating a
blogger’s prediction ability on a buzzword (Section V).

• We propose multiple formulas for estimating a blogger’s
prediction ability on a category (Section VI).

II. CATEGORIZING A BLOGGER INTO KNOWLEDGEABLE
CATEGORIES

We extract potential communities of bloggers called
knowledgeable categories (kc), and automatically categorize
bloggers into their appropriate kcs. A potential community in
our research is a group of bloggers who are knowledgeable in
a kc. For example, the “politics” community is the group of
bloggers who are knowledgeable in the “politics” category.

Potential communities of bloggers are objectively identi-
fied by analyzing bloggers’ entries that they posted. Even
if one does not declare his interest in a category explicitly,
if he has posted many blog entries related to the category,
our method can categorize him into the appropriate kcs
automatically.

A. Extracting knowledgeable categories and constructing
co-occurrence dictionaries

Each kc is represented by a keyword that is often men-
tioned in the blogosphere. This keyword becomes the name
of the kc. They are extracted by performing a regular Web
search with the search keywords such as “expert in *” and
“fan of *”. We manually remove inappropriate ones and
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categorize the keywords into 122 categories, ending up with
a list of 122 kc names (e.g., “politics”, “economy”, “IT ”).

For each kc, a co-occurrence dictionary is automatically
constructed. For each keyword representing the kc, we ex-
tract the top n words that have the highest co-occurrence
degrees from all blog entries. Specifically, n is 400 in
our current implementation. The co-occurrence words and
their co-occurrence degrees are stored in each co-occurrence
dictionary for each kc.

B. Calculating a blogger’s knowledge score

A blogger’s knowledge score for a kc is calculated by
analyzing how often as well as how in-depth he has posted
blog entries related to the kc. If a blogger has an extensive
use of co-occurrence words of a kc, a high score is attached
to him.

We first calculate Relevancekc(ei)–the relevance score of
a blog entry ei for a kc–as follows:

Relevancekc(ei) =
n∑

j=1

αj · βj · γj (1)

where n is the number of the co-occurrence words (n = 400),
αj = (n − j + 1)/n is the weight of the jth co-occurrence
word that decreases as j increases, βj is the co-occurrence
degree of the jth co-occurrence word, and γj is a binary
value that indicates whether the entry ei contains the jth
co-occurrence word or not.

We next calculate Knowledgekc(blg)–the knowledge
score of a blogger blg for a kc–as follows:

Knowledgekc(blg) =
l

n
· log(m)

m
·

m∑
i=1

Relevancekc(ei)

(2)
where ei is an entry that blogger blg posted, m is the number
of entries that blg posted during the analysis period, n is the
number of the co-occurrence words and l is the number of
the co-occurrence words that occurred in all entries posted
by blg. l/n indicates the coverage ratio of the co-occurrence
words that blg has used. log(m)/m reduces the effect when
a blogger frequently posts a large amount of entries, but most
of them are the entries unrelated to the kc.

A blogger is categorized into a kc if his knowledge score
is larger than a given threshold. Moreover, a blogger may be
categorized into two or more kcs and thus may have two or
more knowledge scores for different categories. For example,
if a blogger belongs to both “politics” and “economy”, he
has a knowledge score representing his expertise degree in
“politics” and another one representing his expertise degree
in “economy”. Through the above process, we have a list of
knowledgeable bloggers for each kc.

III. IDENTIFYING PAST BUZZWORDS

Before evaluating a blogger’s buzzword prediction ability,
buzzwords need to be first detected. We identify past buz-
zwords by analyzing real-world blog data.

A. Determining buzzword candidates

We start with the top-ranked keywords in the daily topic
ranking list provided by kizasi Company. These are the

keywords that have the highest ratios of the number of
bloggers who mentioned them in the past two days to the
number of bloggers who mentioned them in the past two
years. We take the top-k (k = 100) keywords from each day
and then exclude repeated words and periodical words. The
remaining keywords become buzzword candidates.

In our approach, we evaluate a blogger’s prediction ability
for a kc based on their prediction scores on the buzzwords
that belong to the kc. In order to associate buzzword candi-
dates (bwc) with kcs, we calculate the similarity between
a bwc and each kc. A bwc is associated with a kc if
they share many co-occurrence words. For example, bwc
“Abenomics” 1 and kc “politics” have many common co-
occurrence words such as “Abe”, “premier” and “party”,
and thus, “Abenomics” can be categorized into “politics”.

Each bwc is categorized into the top-k (k = 5) kcs with
the highest similarities. Consequently, given a kc, the set of
similar bwcs can also be identified. This categorization result
will be used for the subsequent process in Section III.B and
Section VI.

B. Determining buzzwords based on their persistence

Among buzzword candidates, there are also some burst
words that disappear immediately after the peak. This kind
of word is not a buzzword since it is forgotten by the public
soon after the peak.

We extract influential words as buzzwords from buzzword
candidates based on their persistence (Figure 1). A buzzword
candidate’s persistence is evaluated by counting the total
number of blog entries containing it during a specified
duration period Td (e.g., six months) after the peak. If the
number of entries containing a buzzword candidate during Td

is small, it is of low persistence. In contrast, if a buzzword
candidate has a large number of entries containing it during
Td, it has high persistence. From each kc, we select the top-k
(k = 10) buzzword candidates with the highest persistence
as the buzzwords representing each kc.

IV. ANALYZING PAST BUZZWORDS’ PROPERTIES

We identify the peak time content of a buzzword repre-
sented by a set of its peak time content words and determine
each buzzword’s growth period by analyzing the content sim-
ilarity between the content at each period (e.g., at intervals
of one week) before the peak and the peak time content.

A. Extracting peak time content words

The co-occurrence words of the buzzword around the
the peak time are the candidates of its peak time content
words. However, not all of them are appropriate as the peak
time content words. Figure 2 shows the idea of extracting
the peak time content words. We select the co-occurrence
words whose time-series variation is the most similar to
the buzzword’s for representing its peak time content. In
Figure 2, co-occurrence word xx is more appropriate as the
peak time content word than aa, since xx has much more
similar variation curve with buzzword bw.

1Abenomics refers to the economic policies advocated by Shinzo Abe,
the Prime Minister of Japan.
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Fig. 1. Buzzword candidates’ persistence

Fig. 2. Determining peak time content words

B. Calculating growth period based on content similarity

A buzzword’s growth period dates from its peak back
to the time point when the contents of blog entries start
to be similar to the peak time content. For example, if
buzzword “iPhone 6” starts to be mentioned in unspecific
entries such as “I really want to buy an iPhone 6.”, the
growth period has not begun. Since it only contains ordinary
words, this period is inappropriate for analyzing bloggers’
prediction ability on the buzzword. If some blog entries such
as “iPhone 6 may adopt new chip and larger display.”
begin to appear and some content words from the popularity
peak such as “chip” and “display” are mentioned, the
growth period may begin.

Figure 3 shows the idea of identifying the growth period.
For determining the starting point of the growth period, we
calculate the content similarity between each period before
the peak (at intervals of one week) and the peak time.
Specifically, for each period ti before the peak we extract
the set of co-occurrence words (COWti) from the blog
entries containing the buzzword posted during each ti and
calculate its similarity with the set of peak time content
words (CTWpeak) as follows:

Similarity(ti, peak) =
|COWti ∩ CTWpeak|

min(|COWti |, |CTWpeak|)
(3)

Then, we calculate the average of Similarity(ti, peak)
before the peak and specify the starting point of the growth
period by using the following criterion.

After accumulating the differentials between the
average Similarity(ti, peak) and each interval’s
Similarity(ti, peak), the time point when the
cumulative sum has the largest value is specified
as the starting point of the growth period.

As shown in Figure 3, there are cases where the similarity
curve slightly surpasses (t1) and subsequently falls below
the average (t2). If we were to use the simple intersection of
the similarity curve and the average line, the starting point
would be set too early (t1 or t2). Instead, we adopt the
accumulative sum of the differentials between the average
and each interval, and thus, avoid this problem. The starting
point is the time when the accumulative sum becomes the
highest (t3). Note that different buzzwords have different
growth periods and a growth period of a buzzword is
analyzed on the entries posted by all bloggers, independent
of any individual blogger.

V. CALCULATING A BLOGGER’S PREDICTION SCORE ON
A BUZZWORD

A blogger’s prediction score on a buzzword is calculated
based on post earliness, content similarity and the quantity
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Fig. 3. Determining a growth period

of his blog entries containing the buzzword during its growth
period.

We assign a score of post earliness to each entry containing
the buzzword posted during its growth period. All entries
containing the buzzword during its growth period are sorted
according to their post dates. An entry posted at the starting
point of the growth period should receive the highest earli-
ness score and an entry posted at the end of the growth period
(i.e., the popularity peak of the buzzword) should receive the
lowest earliness score. Thus, we devise the formula for post
earliness of entry ei for buzzword bw as follows:

Earlinessbw(ei) = −log
order(ei)

|ETg
|

(4)

where ETg
is the set of all entries containing buzzword bw

during the growth period Tg and order(ei) is the appearance
order of entry ei in the set. For example, if there are 100
entries containing a buzzword during its growth period, the
earliness scores are 2, 1.698, 1.522, ..., 0.008, 0.004, 0,

respectively.

If a blogger posted many blog entries containing a buz-
zword similar to its peak time content at the early stage of
its growth period, he can be regarded as a good predictor on
this buzzword. Thus, we devise the formula for the prediction
score of blogger blg for buzzword bw as follows:

Pdtbw(blg) =
m∑
i=1

Earlinessbw(ei) · Similarity(ei, ptc)

(5)
where ei is one of m entries containing buzzword
bw that blogger blg posted during its growth
period, Earlinessbw(ei) is ei’s earliness score and
Similarity(ei, ptc) is its content similarity to the peak time
content ptc of buzzword bw.

The content similarity between entry ei and the peak time
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content ptc is calculated as follows:

Similarity(ei, ptc) =
|D(ei) ∩ CTWpeak|

min(|D(ei)|, |CTWpeak|)
(6)

where D(ei) is the set of words appearing in ei and
CTWpeak is the set of peak time content words of the
buzzword.

VI. CALCULATING A BLOGGER’S PREDICTION SCORE ON
A CATEGORY

A blogger’s prediction ability on a category is evaluated
considering his prediction scores on the buzzwords that be-
long to that category. The knowledgeable bloggers with high
prediction ability on a category are identified as prophetic
bloggers.

As prophetic blogger candidates for a category, we first
select the top-k (k = 300) knowledgeable bloggers with the
highest knowledge scores in this category calculated in Sec-
tion II. Then, we find the buzzwords in this category shown
in Section III. Each knowledgeable blogger’s prediction score
on each buzzword can be calculated by the method described
in Section V.

Using the prediction scores on buzzwords, we propose five
methods for estimating a blogger’s prediction ability on a
category. The first method counts the numbers of buzzwords
that a blogger can predict. Concretely, for each buzzword
we can prepare a top-k (k = 5) blogger list in which the
bloggers have the highest prediction scores on it. We regard
the bloggers who appear in multiple top blogger lists as
prophetic bloggers on that category. In Figure 4, blg2 is
the best prophetic blogger in that category since he has
successfully predicted three buzzwords in that category. blg6,
blg7 and blg8 are the next best prophetic bloggers since they
predicted the next highest number of buzzwords after blg2.
By this method blg6, blg7 and blg8 have the same rankings
since the numbers of buzzwords that they can predict are
identical.

In order to meticulously distinguish bloggers’ prediction
ability on categories, we further propose four calculation
formulas. Formula 7 sums up a blogger’s prediction scores
(Pdtbw(blg)) on all buzzwords (bw) that belong to a category
(C). Formula 8 introduces a factor log(m+1)

m+1 (m is the number
of blog entries containing buzzword bw), which intends
to reduce the effect that a blogger posts a large number
of entries only related to a specific buzzword. Formula 9
considers the buzzword coverage by introducing l/n where
n is the number of buzzwords in a category and l is the
number of buzzwords that the blogger can predict. Formula
10 integrates all the factors of the above formulas.

PdtC(blg) =
∑
bw∈C

Pdtbw(blg) (7)

PdtC(blg) =
∑
bw∈C

log(m+ 1)

m+ 1
Pdtbw(blg) (8)

PdtC(blg) =
l

n

∑
bw∈C

Pdtbw(blg) (9)

PdtC(blg) =
l

n

∑
bw∈C

log(m+ 1)

m+ 1
Pdtbw(blg) (10)

VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In the experiment, we select three categories: Movie,
TV program and Smartphone. For each category, ten
buzzwords are manually listed up. Based on the method
described in Section IV.B, we calculate the growth period for
each buzzword. The growth period of different buzzwords are
different, varying from about six months to more than one
year.

For each of the three categories, the top 300 bloggers
with the highest knowledge scores are first extracted. For
each of the ten buzzwords in each category, the prediction
scores of the 300 bloggers on the buzzword are calculated
using the method described in Section V. The ranking list of
the top five bloggers with the highest prediction scores on
each buzzword is generated. We investigate whether there
exist bloggers who appear in more than two buzzwords’ top
blogger lists for each category. We find that the proposed
approach detects eight, seven and six bloggers who appear
in more than two top blogger lists for the three categories
respectively.

We ask two evaluators to browse the entries posted
by these bloggers and judge whether they are prophetic
bloggers. The judgment criterion is whether the bloggers
has posted some entries which contain buzzwords’ peak
time content words before the peak. The bloggers who are
regarded as prophetic bloggers by both evaluators are used as
the true prophetic bloggers for the evaluation of identification
accuracy.

We compare the accuracy of top-k bloggers ranked by the
proposed approach with the method based on the numbers of
entries containing any of the ten buzzwords in each category
and the method based on bloggers’ knowledge scores. Table I
shows the comparison results. Since the two methods based
on entry numbers and knowledge scores do not take temporal
features and prediction abilities into account, the accuracies
for identifying prophetic bloggers averaged over the three
categories are low (25.6% and 15.1%). Our proposed five
methods achieve the average accuracies from 42.9% to
52.6%, outperforming the two comparison methods.

Among the proposed five methods, the proposal using For-
mula 7 that sums up the prediction scores on all buzzwords
in a category does not work better than the other proposals.
The proposal using Formula 8 that reduces the effect of
the numbers of blog entries performs better than the other
proposals for one category TV program. The proposal using
Formula 9 that considers the buzzword coverage performs
better than Formula 7 and Formula 8. The highest accuracies
are observed for the basic proposal considering the numbers
of buzzwords that a blogger can predict and the proposal
using Formula 10 that considers both the effect of numbers
of blog entries and the buzzword coverage.

Although the basic proposal and the proposal using For-
mula 10 provide the same accuracies in this experiment, the
proposal using Formula 10 can distinguish bloggers more
meticulously than the basic proposal. The basic proposal
only considers the numbers of top blogger lists a blogger
appears in and the numbers are usually small integers which
may give many bloggers the same rankings. However, the
proposal using Formula 10 calculates bloggers’ prediction
scores on a category in real numbers, which can better rank
bloggers by avoiding many same rankings.
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Fig. 4. Evaluating a blogger’s prediction ability on a category

TABLE I
ACCURACY COMPARISON

Category # of # of Knowledge Proposal Proposal Proposal Proposal Proposal
bloggers entries score Basic Formula 7 Formula 8 Formula 9 Formula 10

Movie 8 12.5% (1/8) 0% (0/8) 62.5% (5/8) 50.0% (4/8) 37.5% (3/8) 62.5% (5/8) 62.5% (5/8)
TV program 7 14.3% (1/7) 28.6% (2/7) 28.6% (2/7) 28.6% (2/7) 42.9% (3/7) 14.3% (1/7) 28.6% (2/7)
Smartphone 6 50.0% (3/6) 16.7% (1/6) 66.7% (4/6) 50.0% (3/6) 50.0% (3/6) 66.7% (4/6) 66.7% (4/6)

AVG 7 25.6% 15.1% 52.6% 42.9% 43.5% 47.8% 52.6%

VIII. RELATED WORK

Identification of important users has been widely studied.
[2] provided a survey on expert finding within an organi-
zation. [3] addressed the problem of expertise retrieval in
a bibliographic network. There is also research aimed at
finding important users from social media. We classify them
into two types: one that extracts knowledgeable users [4], [5]
and the other that identifies influential users [6], [7]. Different
from the previous works which focus on the expertise degree
and influence degree of users, we attempt to find important
users by analyzing users’ buzzword prediction ability.

Topic or event detection [8], [9] is closely related to our
work. These works motivate us to analyze the lifespan of
buzzwords: the starting point of buzzwords, the peak of
buzzwords, and the duration period after its peak.

Another related line of research is popularity prediction.
Future popularity is predicted for different types of data such
as events [10], videos [11], news [12], search [13], [14],
tweets [15], [16], and unrestricted use generated contents
[17]. Although future popularity has been noticed in these
researches, it is not used for finding important users. We
link buzzword popularity analysis results to finding prophetic
bloggers.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed the approach to find prophetic
bloggers. We focused on temporal and content features
of blog data and analyzed bloggers’ prediction ability on
buzzwords and categories. Bloggers were evaluated on how
early, how related, how often and how in-depth they posted
blog entries containing the buzzwords in a category. Multiple
formulas for estimating bloggers’ prediction ability were
compared. The experimental results showed our approach
could extract prophetic bloggers.

In the future, we will try to develop the methods for
identifying future buzzwords from the blog entries posted
by prophetic bloggers and implement a practical system that
can extract future buzzwords.
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